Ahmed
Male, age 17

January - June 2021

Languages

Family

Arabic - 1st language
French - 7 years
English - 13 years

mom - pharmacist
dad - pharmacist
1 younger brother

Dietary/Allergies

Religion

no pork

Islam

Interests/Hobbies

Student Comments

Tennis (competitive), painting, volunteering,
swimming, Model UN, reading
Secondary - National Geographic, Animal Planet

Taking part in the exchange program will provide me with
lots of friendships and relationships that will last forever. I
want to discover new cultures with different points of view. I
want to learn about the school curriculum, activities, and
clubs. I want to be an ambassador and a representative of
my country and religion, show our customs, traditions, and
prove how we behave and have manners. This would
show how good my country and religio is and remove the
fake bad idea known about Arabs.

Ahmed would like to study medicine and
become a physiotherapist or kinesiologist to
help athletes.

Letter from the Student
I am Ahmed, an Egyptian student living in an urban medium-sized city in the north overlooking the Mediterranean sea. The water is
sunny and nice all over the year. it is a big city with 5.5. million. My family consists of four people: my father is a senior manager in
a pharmaceutical company, my mother is a pharmacist, and my little brother is 10 years old student in junior 5 in the same school.
We are friendly, adaptive, and simple family where we participate and share various activities all together. We go to sporting club to
practice our sports. My parents accompany us during our sessions to encourage us. Also, we go to the cinema on weekends.
Sometimes we watch matches to support our national football team. Our life is full of activities and actions.
At home, I am fully responsible of my bedroom; I make my bed, tidy the room, organize my clothes, and wardrobe. Also I take out
the rubbish, sweep the floor, water the plants, cook small snacks, and sometimes I prepare fresh juices. In addition, I help my little
brother in his homework and help him when required.
Furthermore I am an athletic student. I play tennis, it has affected and shaped my life. Tennis made me responsible and
independent. Being an athlete helped me gain leadership and management skills, and made me able to deal with critical situations.
I traveled to other countries with foreign players exploring new cultures, making friendships, and new relations. Besides I volunteer
at an orphanage by donating clothes, foods, and supplies to provide a hand to lower-income families. I go on trips with my
colleagues, visit historical places, and enjoy our free time together.
I love studying Biology and Physics. I am planning to study medicine or biomedical engineering. I want a medical field career as a
physiotherapist or a kinesiologist, take a master degree and finally a PhD degree. This major will allow me to help injured athletes
to recover faster and continue their career.
I think this program is a great opportunity to explore a new society with all of its challenges and difficulties. This experience will
improve my thoughts in a new world with its advantages and disadvantages. I wish to have new relations that will never end.
Best Wishes,
Ahmed
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